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ON LlNEAR INFORMA TI ON-FEEDBA CK SCHEMES FOR WH ITE GAUSSI AN CHANNELS 

By RUSSELL J. F. FANG 

旦旦旦旦主主. -For the transrnission of a Gaussian inforrnation 
source over an additive white Gaussian-noise (AWGN) channe1， 
severa1 noise1ess， 1inear-feedback schernes are shown to be 
the sarne in the sense that they not on1y achieve the rate
distortion bound on the rninirnurn attainab1e rnean-square error 
(MSE)， but a1so possess identica工 systern pararneters. These 
equiva1ent schernes can be easi1y app1ied to solving the prob-
1ern of optirna11y rnatching a co1ored Gaussian source with an 
AWGN channe1. These equiva1ent schernes can further be ern
p10yed to send rnessages frorn digita1 inforrnation sources over 
AWGN channe1s. 工t can be shown that any of these equiva1ent 
schernes has a decis工on-error probabi1ity which is the srna11-
est arnong the c1ass of a11 1inear schernes. The condition of 
noise1ess feedback can be re1axed七o cover the rnore genera1 
noisy inforrnation-feedback case. A suboptirna1 scherne is pro
posed for transrnitting data frorn a Gaussian source， whose 
output process has a power spectra1-density function which is 
uniforrn in sorne frequency range and zero e1sewhere， over sorne 
AWGN channe1s to sorne destination. This suboptirna1 noisy 
feedback scherne can a1so be used to send data frorn a digita 1 
inforrnation source over an AWGN channe1 with better perfor
rnance than can be achieved without noisy feedback. 

工ntroductiorl. -Many feedback cornrnunication schernes have re
cent1y been proposed (e. g. ， [1]- [12] and the references in 
[ 7] ) . 工n this tutoria1 paper， on1y 1inear inforrnation
feedback schernes for AWGN channe1s wi11 be considered. More 
specifica11y， we sha11 be concerned with the solutions to 
3 specia1 cases of the fo11owing unso1ved prob1ern. Suppose 
that a zero-rnean， stationary， Gaussian-source output process 
8(t)， with an arbitary power spectra1-density function S(f) 

and with 1(-∞，∞) S (f) df = 吟， is to be sent over a zero-rnean 

AWGN channe1 of average power P， two-s工ded noise-power spec
���� �en��ty No!2， and �andwidth 2Wc﹒ Suppose further an 
AWGN feedback channe1 of average power P1， noise-power spec
tra1 density N1/2， and bandwidth 2WC1﹒ The process 8(t) and 
the noises in the forward and feedback channe1s are rnutua11y 
independent. Then， the 1inear transrnitter and 1inear re
ceiver which wi11 rnost effective1y rninirnize the overa11 MSE 
of estirnate at the receiver rnust be deterrnined. 

Case (1) F1at Gaussian Source and Noise1ess Feedback Chan
ne1. The power spectra1-density function of 8(t) is 

rσ � /2W_ for I f l < W ' V 8' ''' '' s .1. V .1. 1.1.1 ..:::. 
S(f) = { 

�O e1sewhere (1) 
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The forward channe1 noise-power spectra1 density is of the 
shape 

for I f l 三Ws'

e1sewhere ( 2) 
where Wc > Ws and the ratio Wc/Ws， denoted by N， is assumed 
to be an integer. The feedback channe1 is of such a high 
qua1ity that it can be regarded as effective1y noise-free. 
The bandwidth of the feedback channe1 is assumed to be 
WC1 = (N - l}Ws﹒ 

Case (2) Arbitrary Gaussian Source and Noise1ess Feedback 
Channe1. The power spectra1-density function S(f) of 8(七)
isτf arbitrary shape， whi1e the other conditions remain the 
same as in Case (1). 

case (3) F1at Gaussian Source and Noisy Feedback Channe1. 
The power spectra1-density functions S(f} and Sn{主} are as 
shown in (1) and (2)， but the power spectra1-density function 
of the noise in the feedback channe1 is 

for I f l .::. WCl' 呵，也//
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e1sewhere (3) 
Before proceeding to the solutions， we sha11 give a short 

review of the rate-distortion bound (RDB) on the minimum MSE 
(MMSE) ， as we11 as the re1ationship between the MMSE and the 
maximum signa1-to-noise ratio (SNR) for Case (1). We sha11 
a1so present the basic mode1s for both noise1ess and noisy 
1inear information schemes. We sha11 then give the solutions 
of the 3 cases 1isted. Fina11y， we sha11 app1y the basic 
mode1s to the prob1ems of sending data from a digita1 source 
over AWGN channe1s with noise1ess and with noisy feedbacks. 

M�an-Square Error and Signa1-to-Noise Ratio.-Let us review 
a genera1 information-theoretic 10wer bound on the MMSE for 
estimating ana10g data at the source output based upon the 
observations at the channe1 output. This bound， denoted by 
ε min， can be derived by the app1ication of Shannon' s rate
distortion theory [13] and is ca11ed the rate-distortion 
bound (RDB) [14]. Let C be the capacity of the channe1 and 
R(ε} be the rate-distortion function [13]， which is defined 
as the minimum amount of information (e.g.， measure in nats) 
per unit time necessary to reproduce the source output within 
a MSE of amount ε. Then， ε min is simp1y the solution of the 
equation 

R(εmin} = C (41 
Since no particu1ar transmission or reception methods are 
used in the derivation， it imp1ies that no other communica
tions schemes can provide a MSE sma11er than the RDB. 

For a source which emits a stationary Gaussian random 
process w�th a power spectra1-density function S(f)， the 
rate也distortion function under an MSE fide1ity criterion can 
be described [15， 16] parametrica11y by 

R(中} =1 R.n[S(f}/中] df (5} 
F 



and 
ε(中) =中〈 df +〈

c
S(f) df (6) 

where 

F 三{f I S(f)之中} and Fc 三{ f I S (f) <中} (7) 
To send such a Gaussian source-output process over a channe1 
of capacity C， the minimum achievab1e MSE can thus be found 
by uti1izing (4)-(7)， name1y， 

εmin =中 J df + J _ S (f) df (8) ... -T:1 -T:'IC F F 
where 中， F， and Fc satisfy (7)剖ld (9)， and 

C = f .Q，n [S (f) /中] df (9) 
F 

工n particu1ar， if S(f) is of the form as in (1)， then the 
rate-distortion function becomes 

R(ε) = Ws 且n[σ�/ε ]

and hence the RDB in (8) reduces to 
ε min =σ� exp (- C/Ws) 

(10) 

(11) 

For Cases (工) and (2)， the RDB is simp1y that described in 
(8) with 

and 
C = Wc 且n(1 + P/NoWc) nats/sec 

C -+ C∞ 三P/No as Wc -+ ∞ 

(12a) 

(12b) 
even though the feedback channe1 is noise1ess. The reasons 
are simp1e: 

(a) White channe1 noise imp1ies that the channe1 has no 
memory; 

(b) The capacity of a memory1ess channe1 cannot be in
creased by noise1ess feedback [17]; and 

(c) The RDB depends on1y on the rate-distortion of the 
source and the capacity of the channe1. 

Now， 1et us reca11 Hause' s resu1t [18]. Let 8 be a con
tinuous random variab1e which possesses a probabi1ity-density 
function p(8)， and 1et 吋be its variance. Send this random 
variab1e over a channe1 characterized by the conditiona1 
probabi1ity-density function p(主1 8) (assuming i ts existence)， 
where 主三(r1 ， r2 ﹒ .  .， rN) are the N corresponding channe1 
outputs. 工f both a minimum-MSE and a maximum-SNR estimate of 
8 are made upon observing世lese N channe1 outputs， then these 
2 estimates are essentia11y the same except for an arbitrary 
mu1tip1ication constant. The re1ation between the resu1tant 
minimum achievab1e MSE， denoted by (e2min>' and the maximum 
attainab1e SNR， denoted by SNRmax' ìs 

SNRmax =σ已/(e2min ) - 1 (13) 

Now， suppose that 8 represents a Nyquist samp1e of the zero
mean stationary Gaussian souroe process 8(t) with a power 



spectra1 density described in (1). A1so suppose that r con
sists o� the N Nyquist samp1es actua11y received from the 
AWGN channe1 described in (2). (工mp1icit1y a bandwidth ex-
pansion by a factor N has been assumed.) Then， the re1ation 
(11) sti11 ho1ds， and (e 2miρ = ε仙1 in (11). 

Basic Mode1 for Linear Noise1ess Information Feedback 
Schemes.-Let us consider the prob1em of sending a Gaussian 
random variab1e 8， generated by a Gaussian source， over two 
independent additive Gaussian noise channe1s with capacity C1 
and C 2 (S�R �� a��.n�)， respective1y. (�e� Fig. 1:) T�e 
source and thë additíve noise are assumed to be independent. 

工f a noise1ess feedback 1ink is avai1ab1e， the fo110wing 
recursive Wiener fi1tering scheme can be used tο send the 
rea1 number 8 with the minimum possib1e MSE [7]. Send the 
random variab1e 8 over the first channe1 (of capacity C1 with 
a transmitter gain ηl' On the basis of the received observa
tion r 1 (norma1土完ed with respeçt to noise power)， w雙 make a 
WIener'estimate ë = η1 r1 (1 + ηf)-l. This ëstimate ê is then 
fed back to the transmitter through the noise1ess-feedback 
1ink. WeAthen send a 1inear1y weighted and combined version of 8 and 81 over the second forward channe1. At the receiver 
a Wiener estimate ê 2 is made on1y on the basis of the observation r 2 from出e output 0*七he second channe1. We then 
make a new Wiener es timate e;， based upon both obervation r 1 
and r?﹒ - 工t can be shown rather easi1y that the overa11 MSE 
E [ (8 三 自;) 2] is minimized when the weighting factors α1 and 
α 2 (see Fig. 1) are chosen to be α 2 = -α1 = η2 (1 + n î) 1 / 2 • 
Note that α? cannot be arbitrari1y 1arge since the avai*ab1e 
SNR n � (or 已apacity C 2) is fixed. The Wiener estimate ë2 is 
simp1y theAequa1 �ain cOmbi��ng �f th� individua1 Wiener estimates ê1 -and ê 2• i.e.， ê; = ê1 + ê 2. The overa11 MSE is 

(e �> =σ6(1 + ηI)-l (1 + n�)-l (14) 

The correspohding output SNR is 
S 2 = (1 + n î) (1 + η�) - 1 

This is an ear1y resu1t of E1ias [1] ， who used the approach 
of maximizing the overa11 SNR. However， we have derived it 
by a recursive Wiener fi1tering method. The advantages of 
our method are as fo110ws: 

(a) The Wiener fi1tering operation at the receiver has 
provided us with more insight about the receiver parameters. 
工t has a1so suggested the bridge between Omura's [3] and 
E1ias' [1] schemes. 

(b) Moreover， the re1ationship of the transmitter param
eters α1 = -α 2 suggests the fo110wing interpretation. 工f
noise1ess feedback is avai1ab1e， we shou1d weight 8 and its 
estimate equally， but with opposite signsi Ai.e.， we shou1d transmit the weighted error between 8 and 81 ， This interpre
tation has suggested the bridge between E1ias' [工] scheme and 
Schalkwijk and B1uestein's [4]. 

The genera1 case with N forward channels of capacities Ci 
(or SNR nf>， i = 工， 2， • • .， N， and (N - 1) noiseless feed
back chanñe1s can be treated simi1arly by recursive1y app1y
ing the basic form， depicted in Fig. 工， (N - 1) times. The 



system parameters are surnmarized in Fig. 2， where for 
k = 工， 2， . . .， N， 
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The SNR at the kth 
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k = 1， 2， . . .， N (16) 

stage is 

Sk = 

Now suppose that the SNR of each forward channe1 is not fixed 
beforehand. 工nstead， on1y the tota1 avai1ab1e input SNR (or 
the tota1 avai1ab1e transmitter average power) of these N in
dependent channe1s is stipu1ated. Then， the question becomes， 
how shou1d the tota1 avai1ab1e input SNR be distributed among 
the N independent subchanne1 so that the overa11 MSE 
E [(8 - ê而)至] is minimized (or equiva1ent1y， by Hause's resu1t 
[18]， so that the output SNR♀N is maximized). 工t can be 
shown by the Lagrange mu1tip1iër method that the maximum out
put SNR is 

SN�ax = (1 +η2) N _ 1 (17) 

provided that the SNR n月of individua1 subchanne1s are chosen 
t;;

-
b�

---- ----- ---- --.-- "J 

η;= SNRirl/N三η2， j = 1， 2， . . .， N (18) 

The corresponding MSE is the RDB， 

<e2叫ρ= σ�(1 +η2)-N =σ�(1 + SNRin/N)-N (19) 

by the app1ication of (工3). Inserting (18) into (15) and 
(16)， we have the fo110wing optima1 system parameters: 

t:k =η(1 +η2) (k-1)/2， k = 1， 2， .， N， ( 20a) 

Wk =η(1 +η2)-(k+1)/2， k = 工， 2， .， N， (20b) 

The Wie��r estimate êk of 8， based on出e kth subchanne1 out-
put rk �s 

8k = Wkrk' k = 工， 2， .， N (20c) 

The Wiener estimate ê正 of 8， based on a11 previous observa-
tions (r 1 '主2' . . .，.'rk-1) is 

8k = êk_1 +色k' k = 1， 2， . .， N (_20dl 



with ê;三 o. The SNR Sk and the MSE E[(8 - êk) 2] at出e kth 
stage are 

and 
Sk = (1 + η2)k - 1， k = 1， 2， • . .， N， (20e) 

2" ， _2， -k � _  E[(8 - ê正) 2] = σ 自(1 + η) -1'>..， k 一 工， 2， • • .， N ( 20 f) 
respective1y. 

The systern described in (20f) wi11 be referred to as the 
channe1-division a工gorithrn.

Basic Mode1 for Noisy工nforrnation Feedback Schernes.-Sup
pose that the noise1ess feedback channe1 iil FTg. TTS not 
avai1ab1e and instead， on1y an AWGN feedback channe1 of 
capacity C3 is at our disposa1. Then the optirnurn transrnitter 
and receiver pararneters are no 10nger so sirnp1e. 工n fact， it 
can be shown that世le pararneters in Fig. 3 wou1d rninirnize the 
MSE E[(8 - ë�)�]. The output SNR can be verified to be 
η2 (2) = n � + η� +仆nin1:[(l + ni)(l + η;) +吋]-1 (21) 

which was obtained by E1ias [1] through a rnaxirnizing-output
SNR argurnent. Frorn Fig. 3， we see c1ear1y that the receiver 
is sti11 a Wiener fi1ter. The transrnitter， however， does not 
send the weighted error any 10nger， because， in genera1， 
α2 f -α1. This observation exp1ains the reason why the Ka1-
rnan fi1tering approach in [3] and [21] cannot achieve the 
channe1 capacity. 

solution to Case (1). E1ias solved this specia1 case by 
dividing the channe1 by frequency-division rnu1tip1exing (FDM). 
That is， he partitioned the forward channe1 into N subchan-
��ls， ��ch hav�ng a_b�?dw�dth �f 2Ws� so that Wc =.NW�﹒ Since the spectra of the Gaussian nõise processes in the N 
subchanne1s do not over1ap， the corresponding Gaussian noise 
processes are independent. (See Pierre [19].) Let the SNR 
of each subchanne1 be n2 三 P/NoNWs﹒ Then， by app1ying the 
previous1y described channe1-division a1gorthrn， the RDB is 
achieved with pararneters as shown in (20a-d). Hence， his 
scherne is optirna工.

To obtain the channe1 division one can a1so use a tirne
division rnu1tip1exing (TDM) technique. 工n fact， Ornura， 
Scha1kwijk， and B1uestein use this technique to obtain N in
dependent Gaussian noise sarnp1es for each Nyquist sarnp1e of 
the source-output process via the sarnp1ing theorern. 

Ornura uses a contro1-theoretic approach to design a systern 
which sends each source sarnp1e over the N independent Gauss-
ian channe1s. In each of the N transrnissions， it sends the 
weighted error B且(x且 - 8)， Q_ = 0， 工， • • .， N - 1， where x且
is the feedback receiver-estirnate of 8， given a11 previous 
avai1ab1e observationsi and BQ_ is the transrnitter-gain fac-
tor. The estirnates x且 at the receiver satisfy the recursive 
re1ation x且+1 = XQ_ + G且r且 with x 三 O. By investigating h工S
equations 12)， (3)， (13)， (17)， !工8)， (19)， (21)， (29)， and 
(35) and by deterrnining that z三 工， x且 = êf， - B且 = /;Q_+1 
and G且 = W且 for 且 = 0， 1， • • .， N - 1， we see that his 
scherne not on1y has an overa11 MSE equa1 to the RDB， but a1so 



has the same system parameters as sho心n in (20a-f). Hence， 
his scheme for the AWGN case is the same as E1ias'. 

Scha1kwijk and B1uestein a1so use a TDM technique to send 
each source Nyquist samp1e over the N independent Gaussian 
channe1s successive1y. Each time their system sends 
gi (8 - ëi-1)' ë;三 0， for i = 工， 2， • . .， N， where gi �! 
the transmitter norm?1ized gain factor [gi 三 a毛σ且(2/N n) "1乙 in
their notation] and êi-1 arë出e receiver+s ma主imrn au 
posteriori-probabi1ity (MAP) estimates， based upon a11 pre
vious observations up to time (i - 1). These MAP estimates 
can be written in a recursive form by using (1) of [2] as in 
our (20d). Moreover， by ��e�� . i16) and (19) we have gi = σ6 
• (2/N n )1 2 ai = n(1 + n2)(i-1)/2 = !;;i for i = 1， 2， . �.， N. 
A1so， SNRmax-= (SNR) 0 - 1， which is the theoretica1 bound on 
the SNR. Therefore， their scheme is a1so optima1 and has 
the same system parameters as E1ias'. 

So1ution to Case (2). Assume that the channe1 bandwidth 
2Wc 1.S iarge， but主1.xea， such that 

Wc三I df (22) -F 
where F satisfies (7) and 

J Q，n[S(f)/中] df = C = Wc且n(工 + P /N 0 W c) (23) 
F 

As shown in Fig. 4， the signa1ing method， simi1ar to that in 
[11]， is as fo11ows: 

(a) Find 中 and F by using (7) and (23). 
(b) Pass the source-output process 8(t) through a pre

emphasis fi1ter L(f) that on1y passes those frequencies in 
F (i. e.， 1 L (f) 1 2 = 0 for all f ε FC) • 

(c) Partition the spectrum of the pre-emphasis fi1ter out
put into infinitesima1 s10ts of width lIfi by dividing the 
set F. Thus， each of these slots can be considered to be a 
subsoruce with f1at spectra1 dens工ty of width lIfi and height 
S(fi) IL(fi) 12 for fi E: F. 

(d) p ick �i as the sma11est integer greater than or equa1 
to WcC-1 Q，n[S(fi)/中] • 

(e) App1y E1ias' FDM channe1-division a1gorithum for each 
of these subsources by using (Ni - 1). noise1ess feedbacks to 
send thr2�gh Ni forward subchanne1s the process correspond工ng
to the itnJsubsource. 

(f) Pass the channe1 output主(七) through a de-emphasis 
fi1ter H(fi) where 
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fi E: F， 

fi E: Fc ( 24) 
The output ê(t) of the fi1ter H(f) is the estimate of the 
source-output process 8(t). The MSE between B(t) and 8(t) 
corresponding to甘le ith subsource， is found by using (工1)
and (23)， 

(e�(fi)) lIfi = S(fi) lIfi [l + Pσ'82 Ni1 N�l S(fi) IL(fi) 12]-N土，

fi E: F (25) 



After taking into account the effect of not sending 
formation contained in S(f} for fε FC， we have the 
spectral density of the error， 

pσë2 N-1 (f)N�l S(f) IL(f) 12]-N(f)， 

any 1.n
overal工

εe (f) 
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for fε F， 

for fε FC， (26) 
where 

N (f)三 [WCC-1 Q，n(S(f)中-1)]， fε Fc (27) 

is the smallest integer grea七er than or equal to 七he number 
in the brackets. Let IL(f) 12 be picked so that 

I L (f) I 2三σe W; 1 N ( f) S - 1 (f) ( 2 8 ) 

Then， the total average power 
pσë2f S(f) IL(f)12 df 

F 

usea 1.S 
N;14 N(f) df 

叮1 1 S(f)中-1 df = P (29) 

Thus， the average power constraint is satisfied. Note that 
for each �fi E F， we have used up Ni�fi of the channel band
width. Accordingly， the total channel-bandwidth utilization 
is found to be � Ni�fi -+J:. N(f) df = Wc by using (27) and (23). 

工 F
Hence the channel bandwidth constraint is also satisfied. 
COmbining (26)， (27)， and (28)， we have the overall MSE， 

(e � (N)) = r EA(f) df + r S(f) df 
、 � / -F � -Fc 

= f S (f) (1 + P /W oN 0) -N (f) df + f S (f) df -F �Fc 

=中I df+4c S(f) df (30) 

which is the RDB as shown in (6). Hence， our scheme is opti
mal. However， since L(f) and H(f) are noncausal bandpass 
filters， our scheme can only be approximately implemented 
with arbitrarily long delays at both the pre-emphesis and the 
de-emphasis stages. 

工t should be noted that Ovseyevich and Pinsker [20] have 
obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for a one-way 
time-invariant linear communication system to achieve the RDB 
under an average power constraint on the transmitted signal. 
Their condition is that the product of the spectral densities 
of the source-output process and of the channe工 noise in 七he
transmission band of the optimal linear pre-emphasis network 
should be constant. Applying this result， we see that it is 
impossible to have a one-way time-invariant linear system that 
achieves the RDB for our wideband communication problem， since 
the source-output process has a non-flat spectrum at 工east
over f E F， but the noise is white. Thus， Elias' early scheme 
and our extension of i t have demonstrated the improverrent in 
performance due to noiseless feedback. 



工t shou1d a1so be noted that motivated by the 1inearized 
phase-10cked 100p configuration， Cruise [6] has recent1y sug
gested a noise1ess information-feedback scheme for our 
wideband-channe1 case. His scheme a1so achieves the RDB and 
hence is optimum. Both his scheme and ours do not send any 
frequency components of the source-output process for which 
S (f) <中. 工n the passband where f s F， the pre-emphasis fi1-
ters of these two schemes 100k quite different. We suppress 
the frequency components where S(f) is much stronger 七hen中
and 1eave untouched those where S(f) is essentia11y equa1 t。
中. For Cruise's pre-emphasis fi1ter， however， the frequency 
components are emphasized where S(f) is strong and surpressed 
where S(f) is weak. From this comparison， we can， therefore， 
make the assertion that optima1 1inear noise1ess-feedback 
schemes are not necessari1y unique. 

S01ution to Case (3). As mentioned at the beginning of 
this paper， the genera1 so1ution to this case is sti11 not 
avai1ab1e for arbitrary N. On1y for N = 2 have we seen the 
optimum s01ution in (2工) and Fig. 3. 'Thus， we suggest the 
f0110wing suboptima1 s01ution [22]. We partition the forward 
channe1 into N subchanne1s and the feedback channe1， by 
either FDM or TDM， into (N - 1) subchanne1s with SNR's 
η2 三 SRNin/N and n l 三 SNRf/(N - 1)， where SNRin and SNRf are 
甘le tota1 avai1ab1e forward and feedback SNR'S， respective1y. 
Then， we recursive1y app1y (21) (N - 1) times i.e.， 
η2 (i) = n 2 (i - 1) + η 2 + η2 (i - 1)n2n� { (1 + η 2 ) 

﹒ [1 + η2 (i - 1)] + η�}-l， i = 2， 3， . . .， N (31) 

where n 2 (1) 三 η2. The output versus input SNR's have been 
tabu1ated and p10tted for N from 2 to 103 with the avai1ab1e 
feedback SNR's as the parameters. For examp1e， Fig. 5(a) 
and (b) i11ustrate that the output SNR versus SNRin for N is equa1 to 2 and 5， respective1y. 工n each figure， the corres
ponding RDB is a1so given to provide a basis for comparisons. 
From these figures， the improvement of the effective output 
SNR obtained by the use of noisy feedbacks can be easi1y 
observed. We can a1so see from the tabu1ated resu1ts or fig
ures that， for g工ven avai1ab1e forward and feedback SNR's， the 
overa11 output SNR is not a monotonic function of N. Thus， 
if the maximum avai1ab1e bandwidth-expansion factor N is 
finite and fixed， then the optima1 number of forward and feed
back transmissions can be found. [See Fig. 6(a) and (b).] 
For examp1e， suppose that the maximum avai1ab1e N is 100， 
SNRin = 3 dB， and SNRf = 13 dB， then the optima1 N for our 
suboptima1 scheme is on1y 5. 

sending Data from Digita1 Source Over White Gaussian 
channe1s.-工n Fig. 2 if e， instead of being a Gaussian random 
variab1e， takes on1y one out of M possib1e va1ues that are 
represented by M points equa11y spaced on the unit interva1 
[-1/2， 1/2]， then the noise1ess feedback scheme described in 
(20a-f) can be used to send the digita1 source output as 
f0110ws. The messages are represented by 七hese M points on 
[-1/2， 工/2]. Suppose that 甘le message point e is to be sent. 
Then we imagine this point as the source-output Nyquist sam
p1e e and direct1y app1y the channe1-division scheme de-
scribed in (20a-f). At the end of the 1ast transmission， the 



MMSE estimate e品of e is obtained. C1ear1y γhas a Gaussian 
distribution with conditiona工 mean Il - (1 + 呵 2)-N] e， and 
conditiona1 variance σ� [1 - (工 + n 2) -N] (1 + η2) -N， wh守re
n" 三 2PT/NNo and T is the signa1ing duration. Thus， 。已is a 
biased estimate. The bias of an estimate was not so irnpor
tant in an estimation prob1em since the goa1 was to reproduce 
the ana10g source as accurate1y as possib1e in the MSE sense. 
However， since this is a decision prob1em， the bias wou1d in 
genera� affect the performance considerab1y. L�t us now 
force 。面into an unbiased estimate， denoted as 8N， by mu1ti
p1ying êN_with a gain factor [1 - (1 + η2) -N] -1 • Conse-
quent1y， eN becomes an unbiased estimate of e and has a Gaussian distribution with conditiona1 mean e and conditiona1 
variance σ�[(1 + n2)N - 1] -1. We decide that出e ith message 
was sent if and on1y if it is the message point (among the M 
equa11y 1�ke1y possib1e messages) nearest to the unbiased 
estimate eN﹒ (This decision ru1e turns out to be Butman's 
maximum-1ike1ihood ru1e for equa11y 1ike1y messages and hence 
is optima1 in the sense that it yie工ds a minimum error prob
abi1i ty among a工1 1inear-feedback schemes.) By neg1ecting 
the effects on message points at the 2 ends， the probabi1ity 
of error is simp1y 

可 M 司 、
Pe = 古� P r � I 8N - e I > 去 (M + 1) -1 I ej 

1 、

叫 BN - e|〉 t (M - 工)-lle}
斗三 (M - 1)-1σë 1 [( 1 + η2)N - 1]吋 (32) 

where 

and 

σ =  [台 (M + 工)(M _ 1) -1] 112 三 t y

戶。。
Q (x) 三 (如)- 1/2 ' e叫2/2 du 

-x 
Reca11 that Fig. 2 is the discrete representation of a 

continuous signa1ing scheme. For an AWGN channe1 with band
width 2Wc' there are approxima�e1y 2WcT or�hogona� sig�a1s avai1ab1e. Hence N = 2WcT， and the cfianne1 capacity of an AWGN channe1 with band-1imited signa1s of average power P is 

1 ___-C = Wc且n(l + P/NoWc) = � NT-1�n(1 + 2PT/NNo) 

Let M = eRTj then for 1arge T， (32) yie1ds 
Pe = 2Q [3ln e(C-R)T] ， 0 < R〈 C (33) 

When there is no bandwidth constraint， N + ∞ for any fixed T， 
C + C∞，- and 

P e + 2Q [31/2e (C∞-R) T]， 0 < R < C∞ (34 ) 



The preceding scheme is exact1y the same as Butman's 
optima1 1inear noise1ess-feedback coding scheme [8]. We 
have obtained it simp1y by imposing a decision structure 
an estimation prob1em and by using. the error-probabi1i ty 
criterion. 

on 

However， if the feedback channe1 is not noise-free， then 
the optimum 1inear scheme for sending one of M messages from 
a digita1 source over an AWGN channe1 to some destination is 
sti11 unknown. We propose the fo110wing method. Let the 
message be equa11y p1aced on the unity interva1 [-1/2， 工/2]. 
We imagine the message point 8 to be the Nyquist samp1e in 
the solution to Case (3). We can then app1y the suboptima1 
scheme described in Fig. 3 and in (31) to send this message 
point 8. At the destination side， we decide the message 8i 
was sent if _and on1y if 8j is c10sest to the estimate e�(N). Obvious1y 8�(N) is Gaussiàn， so the decision-error probabi1-
ity can be easi1y obtained from the p10tted effective output 
SNR. Since the exercise is straightforward， we omit the pre
sentation here. Neverthe1ess， we remark that the performance 
is c1ear1y better than that without feedback. This can be 
seen from (31); if no feedback is used， the effective output 
SNR is simp1y SNRin' which is certain1y 1ess than n2(N). 
Therefore， the corresponding error probabi1ity is 1arger 
that achieved without feedback. 

than 
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Fig. 3. Basic Noisy Feedback Scheme . 
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